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Abstract

Scheduling is the key to distributed applications performance in large scale heterogeneous environments. For such systems resilience in case of faults can be approached at the level of rescheduling mechanisms. The performance of rescheduling is very important in the context of large scale distributed systems and dynamic behavior. The paper proposes a generic rescheduling algorithm, which can be used with a wide variety of scheduling heuristics which can be selected by users in advance, depending on system’s structure. The dynamic behavior of the rescheduling component is issued by a monitor, which periodically provides information about the systems’ states. The rescheduling component is designed as a middleware service that aims to increase the dependability of large scale distributed systems. The monitor component, which triggers the rescheduler when an error occurs, is also a middleware component. The rescheduling service was implemented for a real Grid environment. The proposed approach supports fault tolerance and offers an improved mechanism for resource management. The evaluation of the proposed rescheduling algorithm was performed using modeling and simulation. We present results confirming its performance and capabilities.
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1. Introduction

Ensuring dependability in Large Scale Distributed Systems (LSDS), is a difficult issue, due to the geographical distribution of resources and users, the volatility of resources, the QoS requirements of the applications, and constraints imposed by the resource owners. It represents a hot research subject and, despite the valuable results obtained in many projects developed so far [1], no solution was found that responds to different important requirements of dependable systems and at the same time, offers high performance by exploiting the capabilities of modern systems.

One of the important services that are responsible for the performance of Dependable LSDS (D-LSDS) is the resource allocation management. This is very complex firstly
because of the large distribution of resources and users, which claim frequently for remote operations and data transfers. They decrease the systems’ safety and reliability and make them more vulnerable to security threats [2, 3]. Systems must ensure the correct and complete execution of applications even when resources join and leave them dynamically, or when resources become unavailable due to faults. The management of distributed systems is also complicated by the high requirements of applications and constraints imposed by resources’ owners. In many cases, these requirements and constraints are conflicting between each other. For example, an application needs a high execution time and performs database operations, while the resources’ owner makes them available in a restricted time interval and does not allow database operations. Another important aspect that also complicates the problem is represented by tasks dependencies [4], which add constraints on the order of their execution.

Since the scheduling problem is NP-complete in its general form, a large number of heuristics based methods have been proposed in the literature [4, 5]. We take a similar approach to build efficient plans for better use of available resources. The contribution is to add a monitoring service for detecting execution context changes (including faults and changes in resource status), and a rescheduling service for supporting fault tolerance and resilience. In addition, the proposed rescheduling algorithm can use scheduling heuristics that are different from those previously employed.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the related work regarding the techniques for re-scheduling in LSDS is presented. Section 3 describes the proposed algorithm for re-scheduling. The simulation environment is described in Section 4. Section 5 presents the test scenarios and experimental results. Our conclusions are highlighted in Section 6.

2. Related work

Rescheduling is associated in the literature with two goals: optimizing the scheduling performance, to obtain better execution times, and providing fault tolerance. The policy proposed in [6], considers rescheduling at some carefully selected points along execution. After the initial schedule is obtained, it selects a set of unfinished tasks for rescheduling, if the run time performance variation exceeds a predefined threshold. In GrADS Project [7], once launched, execution is tracked by the contract monitor, which detects anomalies and invokes, when necessary, the rescheduler to take corrective action by using one of the two provided mechanisms: simple stop/migrate/restart approach to rescheduling Grid applications and a process-swapping approach to rescheduling.

Another approach considers the allocation of jobs to resources using batch mode methods. These methods are able to provide fast planning by exploring characteristics of distributed and highly heterogeneous systems. In evaluating these methods, four parameters of the system are measured: makespan, flowtime, resource usage and matching proximity [8]. The scheduling problem can be considered in immediate mode, in which jobs are allocated as soon as they arrive in the system. This type of scheduling arises in many grid-based applications, especially, in real-time applications [9].

Most evaluations and analysis studies of various heuristics, surprisingly, showed that similar values are obtained for results quality, identifying the same strengths and weaknesses, the differences being given only by few percents [6]. By contrast, to overcome the issues risen up in a dynamic distributed environment context, this work presents a
dynamic, generic and adaptive rescheduling algorithm which uses various fault tolerant mechanisms and can be associated with almost any scheduling heuristic [10].

The research in D-LSDS led to the description of fault tolerance mechanisms for preserving application execution despite the presence of a computing node fail. These mechanisms are classified into two major categories according to the level at which errors are treated:

- Mechanisms in the first category consider task level failures, for which information about the task is sufficient to redefine the status of a failed task. According to [11], from task level mechanisms we can mention: retry, alternate resource, checkpoint and task duplication. After detecting the failure, the retry approach simply considers a number of attempts to execute a failed task on the same resource. The checkpoint saves the computation state periodically, such that it migrates the saved work of failed tasks to other processors. The alternate resource mechanisms chooses other resource for executing failed tasks. The task duplication mechanism selects tasks for replication, hoping that at least one of the replicated tasks will finish successfully.

- Mechanisms in the second category treats application level fails, where much more information is necessary to redefine the entire state of an application. The category of application level mechanisms [11] contains: rescue file, redundancy, user-defined exception handling and rewinding mechanisms. The rescue file mechanism consists in the resubmission of uncompleted portions of a DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph) when one or more tasks resulted in failure. The user-defined exception handling allows users to give a special treatment to a specific type of failures. The rewinding mechanism seeks to preserve the execution of the application.

An important issue is related to schedule categories [4][12][13]: scheduling independent tasks aims to increase the total system performance, and scheduling tasks with dependencies aims to reduce the execution time without violating the tasks precedence constraints. Scheduling algorithms use two different insertion policies: 1) the insertion based policy looks for the insertion of a task in the earliest idle time slot, between two scheduled tasks on a processor, and 2) the non-insertion based policy considers the possible insertion of a task only after the last scheduled task on a processor. Well-known scheduling algorithms, that are cited and used as reference for new algorithms in a large number of papers, are described below.

MCP (Modified Critical Path) algorithm is based on lists with two phases: the priority and selection of resources [14]. CCF (Cluster ready Children First) is a dynamic scheduling algorithm based on lists. In this algorithm the graph is visited in topological order, and tasks are submitted as soon as scheduling decisions are taken. ETF (Earliest Time First) algorithm is based on keeping the processors as busy as possible. It computes, at each step, the earliest start times of all ready nodes and selects the one having the smallest start time [4]. HLFET (Highest Level First with Estimated Times) uses a hybrid of the list-based and level-based strategy. The algorithm schedules a task to a processor that allows the earliest start time [15]. Hybrid Remapper PS (Hybrid Remapper Minimum Partial Completion Time Static Priority) is a dynamic list scheduling algorithm specifically designed for heterogeneous environments [4] [16].
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Zomaya et al. investigate in [17] the effectiveness of rescheduling using cloud resources to increase the reliability of job completion. Specifically, schedules are initially generated using grid resources, and cloud resources (relatively costlier) are used only for rescheduling to cope with a delay in job completion. Therasa et al. address the fault tolerance in terms of resource failure using periodic checkpointing, which periodically saves the jobs state. An inappropriate checkpointing interval leads to delay in the job execution, and reduces the throughput, and they proposed a strategy to achieve fault tolerance by dynamically adapting the checkpoints based on current status and history of failure information of the resource, which is maintained in the information server [18].

According to all presented scheduling methods the resource management service is responsible to ensure the tasks execution, the resource availability and allocation offering a fault tolerant environment in LSDDS. We present in the next section a method for rescheduling and recovering from errors using the presented algorithms. The dynamic aspect of this method is sustained by using the real time monitoring information and by dynamic change of fault tolerant mechanisms in a error case.

3. Rescheduling for LSDDS

3.1. Preliminaries

In this paper we use DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph) for modeling the workflow, where nodes represent computation and edges represent communication, data flow, between nodes. A task graph is represented as \( G(V,E,c,\tau) \) where:

- \( V \) is a set of nodes (tasks). We will refers to the nodes using \( n_1, n_2, \ldots \) notation;
- \( E \) is a set of directed edge (dependencies), noted as \( e(n_i,n_j) \);
- \( w : V \rightarrow R^+ \) is a function that associates a weight \( w(n_i) \) to each node \( n_i \in V \); \( w(n_i) \) represent the execution time of the task \( T_i \), which is represented by the node \( n_i \) in \( V \);
- \( ew \) is a function \( ew : E \rightarrow R^+ \) that associates a weight to a directed edge; if \( n_i \) and \( n_j \) are two nodes in \( V \) then \( ew(n_i,n_j) \) denotes the inter-tasks communication time between \( T_i \) and \( T_j \) (the time needed for data transmission between processors that execute tasks \( T_i \) and \( T_j \)). When two nodes are scheduled on the same processing element \( P \), the cost of the connecting edge becomes zero.

The graph also has two virtual nodes with cost zero: the start node is the starting point of the program and the end node represents the end of the program. The graph nodes must be assigned to the available resources, and communication that is represented by graph edges must appear in the network between resources to which the nodes are assigned. Under this assumption, the scheduler must determine both what resources are assigned to each graph node and which is the execution order if more nodes are assigned to the same resources.

In addition, we defined an **inner node** as a DAG node for the execution of which depends other nodes and an **leaf node** as a node for the execution of which no other node depends on. A sub graph is a part of application DAG formed by the current node and all the others nodes that depends on its’ execution.
A task graph example is shown in Figure 1. Two items are associated with each node: the task id $T_i$ is represented in the upper half of the node $n_i$ (the circle), while the execution time $w(n_i)$ is represented in the lower half. Each edge is labeled with the inter-tasks communication time, $ew_{n_i}(n_i, n_j)$.

If we denote $st(n_i)$ the start time and $ft(n_i)$ the finish time for task $n_i$, and define $makespan = \max_{n_i \in V} \{ft(n_i)\}$ we can formulate the goal of optimizing DAG scheduling as follows: minimize the $makespan$. The main problem raised by the workflow consists of submitting the scheduled tasks to Grid resources without violating the structure of the original workflow [19].

A scheduler is considered efficient if the $makespan$ is short and respects resource constrains, such as a limited number of processors, memory capacity, available disk space, etc. Many types of scheduling algorithms for DAG are based on the list scheduling technique. Each task has an assigned priority, and scheduling is done according to a list priority policy: select the node with the highest priority and assign it to a suitable machine. According to this policy, two attributes are used for assigning priorities:

- $tlevel$ (top-level) for a node $n_i$ is the weight of the longest path from the source node to $n_i$.
- $blevel$ (bottom-level) for a node $n_i$ is the weight of the longest path from $n_i$ to exit node.

The time-complexity for computing $tlevel$ and $blevel$ is $O(|V| + |E|)$, so there are no penalties for scheduling algorithms.

We can define the $ALAP$ (As Late As Possible) attribute for a node $n_i$ to measure how far the node's start-time, $st(n_i)$ can be delayed without increasing the $makespan$. This attribute will have an important role for load balancing constrains because it show if we can delay the execution start of a task $T_i$. The critical path ($CP$) is the weight of the

Figure 1: Task DAG Example
longest path in the DAG and offers an upper limit for the scheduling cost. Algorithms based on $CP$ heuristics produce the best results on average. They take into consideration the critical path of the scheduled nodes at each step. However, these heuristics can result in a local optimum, failing to reach the optimal global solution [20].

The DAG scheduling problem is an NP-complete problem [21]. A solution for this problem consists of a series of heuristics [22], where tasks are assigned priorities and placed in a list ordered by priority. The method through which the tasks are selected to be planned at each step takes into consideration this criterion, thus the task with higher priority receives access to resources before those with a lower priority. The heuristics used vary according to task requirements, structure and complexity of the DAG.

Most scheduling algorithms are based on list scheduling technique. The basic idea of list scheduling is to make a scheduling list (a sequence of nodes for scheduling) by assigning them some priorities, and then repeatedly execute the following two steps until all the nodes in the graph are scheduled: 1. Remove the first node from the scheduling list; 2. Allocate the node to a processor which allows the earliest start-time.

If the communication between tasks is considered, there are three models of communication delay:

- **intra-task-communication**: communication delays are hidden in the topology of the multiprocessor tasks,
- **inter-task-communication**: communication delays occur if dependend uni-processor tasks are not processed by the same processor of machine,
- **combination of both**: in the case of divisible task scheduling a multiprocessor task can be partitioned into smaller tasks, one partial task is processed by the current processor and the other parts are distributed among the grid processors, phases of inter-task-communication and computation (with intra-task-communication) alternate with each other.

### 3.2. The Re-Scheduling Algorithm

To easily include a rescheduling service in a system, we have designed a rescheduling algorithm that can be used in combination with a wide variety of scheduling algorithms which can be selected in advance depending on the system structure. The scheduling algorithm could be preconfigured by the system administrator considering factors like the number and characteristics of available resources, and the structure and attributes of the graph task that we want to schedule, to achieve optimal results.

We consider the following Grid scheduling problem: a DAG of task is submitted to a cluster in Grid and the cluster manager is responsible for task execution. The schedule decision is taken by a specific component implemented on the top of cluster manager. The optimization criteria are based on makespan and it is oriented to the applications. The error indication mechanism is based on periodic interrogation of task status in the cluster.

Our rescheduling algorithm contains a series of characteristics so it can take the most appropriate mapping decisions, to what resources we send the rescheduled tasks, when rescheduling is needed for ensuring dependability. First of all it may use different scheduling algorithms for better use of available resources. Other feature is represented by the different treatment provided by the algorithm for each DAG node type. Furthermore,
for each of these types a series of fault tolerance mechanisms for preserving application execution despite the presence of a processor fail can be defined and used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node type</th>
<th>Rescheduling strategies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Leaf node</td>
<td>a) task is rescheduled on the same processor / resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b) task is rescheduled on another processor / resource than the one where the error occurred</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Inner node</td>
<td>a) task is rescheduled on the same processor / resource without the re-scheduling of all nodes to which exist a way from the node where the error occurred.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b) task is rescheduled on another processor / resource than the one on which the error occurred without the re-scheduling of all nodes to which exist a way from the node where the error occurred.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c) it is rescheduled the whole sub graph, containing the nodes to which there is a way from the node where the error occurred, with the same algorithm used for scheduling.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d) it is rescheduled the whole sub graph, containing the nodes to which there is a way from the node where the error occurred, with different algorithm than the one used for scheduling.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Nodes types and re-scheduling strategies

When a task fails, all the other tasks that depend on its’ correct execution must be rescheduled, too. We must analyze if the task where the error occurred can be rescheduled alone or with all the others tasks that depend on its’ execution. If the current task is an leaf node it is rescheduled alone. If the task is an inner node it can be rescheduled alone or a dependency sub-graph having as root the current task is rescheduled. Based on this assumptions there are two types of input data in terms of the tasks set: one task and a tasks’ sub-graph. This two situations are treated differently like we also underlined before.

Considering the rescheduling need for a set of tasks, the classification of nodes are described in Table 1. The classification is made by nodes position within a DAG and the rescheduling strategies that can be used for each case and considered by the developed algorithm and our implementation.

In determining the rescheduling strategies, we have considered some of the fault tolerance mechanisms previously presented. For what case they were used is presented in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Re-scheduling strategies (Tab. 1)</th>
<th>Fault tolerance mechanisms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.a), 2.a)</td>
<td>Retry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.b), 2.b)</td>
<td>Alternate resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.c), 2.d)</td>
<td>Rescue file</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.c), 2.d)</td>
<td>User-defined Exception Handling</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Fault tolerance mechanisms used by the described re-scheduling strategies
The algorithm also needs to have as input data the scheduling algorithm that should be used for rescheduling and the system set of the available resources. After rescheduling, the tasks’ execution is reordered and new associations (task, CPU) are built and submitted for execution.

According with presented issues for fault tolerance we proposed a generic, adaptive and dynamic rescheduling algorithm that aims to offer adaptability to dynamics changes during the application execution giving the possibility of changing the scheduling algorithm used for rescheduling and also permitting a pre-configuration of the rescheduling strategy. Moreover we recommended the selection of different strategies, that employ fault tolerant mechanisms as presented in tables 1 and 2, by considering the type of node where the error occurred. The algorithm description is presented below:

\[
\begin{align*}
H_0 &= \text{scheduling heuristic,} \\
HR &= \text{heuristic used for rescheduling,} \\
H_{\text{current}} &= \text{used heuristic,} \\
S_1 &= \text{rescheduling strategy for inner nodes,} \\
S_2 &= \text{rescheduling strategy for edge nodes,} \\
P_{\text{current}} &= \text{current scheduling for unfinished nodes,} \\
P &= \text{previous scheduling,} \\
A &= \text{application DAG,} \\
A_{\text{current}} &= \text{unfinished DAG tasks,} \\
ERRN &= \text{the node where the error had occurred,} \\
AUX1 &= \text{is true if just the current node is rescheduled,} \\
AUX2 &= \text{is true if we reschedule the current node on another resource}
\end{align*}
\]

1. \( H_{\text{current}} = H_0; \)
2. \( A_{\text{current}} = A; \)
3. \( P = \text{null}; \)
4. \( R = \text{get_available_resources();} \)
5. \( P_{\text{current}} = \text{schedule}(H_{\text{current}}, A_{\text{current}}, R); \)
6. \( \text{if}(P._{\text{task}}._{\text{asoc}}._{\text{to}}._{\text{res}} \neq P_{\text{current}}._{\text{task}}._{\text{asoc}}._{\text{to}}._{\text{res}}) \)
7. \( P = P_{\text{current}}; \)
8. \( \text{submit}(A_{\text{current}}, P_{\text{current}}); \)
9. \( \text{if}(\text{DAG unfinished}) \)
10. \( \text{if}(\text{error detected}) \)
11. \( \text{if} (\text{ERRN = inner node}) \)
12. \( \quad HR = \text{select_rescheduling_heuristic}(S_1, AUX1); \)
13. \( \quad \text{if}(AUX1 = \text{true}) \)
14. \( \quad \quad \text{goto 19}; \)
15. \( \quad \text{else} \)
16. \( \quad \quad H_{\text{current}} = HR; \)
17. \( \quad \quad A_{\text{current}} = \text{subgraph_cons}(A, ERRN); \)
18. \( \quad \quad \text{goto 4}; \)
19. \( \text{if} (\text{ERRN = edge node}) \)
20. \( \quad HR = \text{select_rescheduling_heuristic}(S_2, AUX2); \)
21. \( \quad A_{\text{current}} = ERRN; \)
22. \( \text{if}(AUX2 = \text{true}) \)
22. \( H_{current} = HR; \)
23. \( R = \text{get\_available\_resources}() \backslash \text{P\_current\_get\_res\_for} (\text{ERRN}); \)
22. goto 5;
23. else
24. goto 8;
25. goto 9;

The selection of rescheduling heuristic procedure calls a scheduling algorithm (like HLFET, CCF, MCP, ETF, HybridRemapper), pointed by the used heuristic, to schedule the entire graph or just a section of it. The proper scheduling heuristic is used after we analyze what rescheduling strategies are configured for the current node type. In this approach, when the tasks are created, a monitoring service is switched on to monitor their progress. Monitoring a LSDS environment is special because tasks completion cannot be guaranteed, due to unforeseen factors such resource failure or interruptions by higher priority tasks. Consequently, the tasks progress must be monitored so that the scheduler can act dynamically to mask the occurrence of unforeseen events that can result in faults. The actions that can be taken are: rescheduling, migration, forced tasks completion and resource renegotiation.

![Figure 2: States of tasks and the actions of passing from one state to another](image)

Figure 2 presents how a task goes from one state to another and the actions required to change state. When tasks are for the first time introduced in the system it is called that they are in the created state. Next, the new created tasks are sent for scheduling. After all tasks have been mapped to a processor they pass into the submitted state. From their creation to their completion the tasks may reach the error state. For our tests this happen because of the error simulation component which is called whenever a task is executed and considers randomly which task to be sent in the error state. Once a task is switched to the error state it can get out of this state only by using the rescheduling component which send the task to the submitted state. Once the tasks entered the submission state they are sent to run (running state). Then, after the task execution is complete, the task switch to finished state. This is the end of task’s execution.

3.3. Analyzed Scheduling Algorithms for Re-Scheduling Model

**HLFET (Highest Level First with Estimated Times)** - uses a hybrid of the list-based and level-based strategy. The algorithm schedules a task to a processor that allows the earliest start time [15] (see 1).
Algorithm 1 Highest Level First with Estimated Times (HLFET) algorithm

1: for each node do
2:   Calculate the static blevel 
3: end for
4: Make a ready list in a descending order of static blevel. Initially, the ready list contains only the entry nodes. Ties are broken randomly.
5: repeat
6:   Schedule the first node in the ready list to a processor that allows the earliest execution, using the noninsertion approach.
7:   Update the ready list by inserting the nodes that are now ready.
8: until all nodes are scheduled

CCF (Cluster ready Children First) dynamic scheduling algorithm based on lists. The graph is visited in topological order, and tasks are submitted as soon as scheduling decisions are taken. The algorithm assumes that when a task is submitted for execution it is inserted into the RUNNING-QUEUE. If a task is extracted from the RUNNING-QUEUE, all its successors are inserted into the CHILDREN-QUEUE. The running ends when the two queues are empty.

MCP (Modified Critical Path) - algorithm based on lists with two phases: the prioritization and selection of resources. Parameter used to prioritize nodes is ALAP (As Late As Possible) [14] (see 2).

Algorithm 2 Modified Critical Path (MCP) algorithm

1: for each node do
2:   Compute the ALAP time
3: end for
4: for each node do
5:   Create a list which consists of the ALAP times of the node itself and all its children in a descending order
6: end for
7: Sort these lists in an ascending lexicographical order.
8: Create a node list according to this order.
9: repeat
10: Schedule the first node in the node list to a processor that allows the earliest execution, using the insertion approach.
11: Remove the node from the node list.
12: until the node list is empty

ETF (Earliest Time First) - algorithm based on keeping the processors as busy as possible. It computes, at each step, the earliest start times of all ready nodes and selects the one with the shortest start time [4] (see 3).

Hybrid Remapper PS (Hybrid Remapper Minimum Partial Completion Time Static Priority) is a dynamic list scheduling algorithm specifically designed for heterogeneous environments. The set of tasks is partitioned into blocks so that tasks in a block do not have any data dependencies among them. Subsequently the blocks are
Algorithm 3 Earliest Time First (ETF) algorithm

1: for each node do
2: Calculate the static $blevel$
3: end for
4: Initially, the pool of ready nodes includes only the entry nodes.
5: repeat
6: for each node in the ready pool do
7: Calculate the earliest start-time on each processor.
8: end for
9: Pick the node-processor pair that gives the earliest time using the non-insertion approach.
10: Ties are broken by selecting the node with a higher static $blevel$.
11: Schedule the node to the corresponding processor.
12: Add the newly ready nodes to the ready node pool.
13: until all nodes are scheduled

executed one by one [4] [16].

4. Simulation Solution

Because of the complexity of the LSDS, involving many resources and many jobs being concurrently executed in heterogeneous environments, there are not many simulation tools to address the general problem of distributed computing. The simulation instruments tend to narrow the range of simulation scenarios to specific subjects, such as scheduling or data replication. The simulation model provided by MONARC is more generic than others, as demonstrated in [23]. It is able to describe various actual distributed system technologies, and provides the mechanisms to describe concurrent network traffic, to evaluate different strategies in data replication, and to analyze task scheduling procedures.

MONARC is built based on a process oriented approach for discrete event simulation, which is well suited to describe concurrent running programs, network traffic as well as all the stochastic arrival patterns, specific for such type of simulations [24]. Threaded objects or $Active Objects$ (having an execution thread, program counter, stack) allow a natural way to map the specific behavior of distributed data processing into the simulation program [25]. Furthermore, of the strengths of MONARC is that it can be easily extended, even by users, and this is made possible by its layered structure. The first two layers contain the core of the simulator and models for the basic components of a distributed system, and they are fixed parts on top of which some particular components can be built.

In order to test a new algorithm the user should present it to the job scheduler. MONARC provide a feature that allow an user to only supply a corresponding DAG scheduling algorithm to be used by specifying the name of a class implementing a particular interface. In addition, for this case a DAGJob is used to carry enough information about the corresponding input DAG topology as required by a DAG scheduling algorithm. This type of job executes three actions: it first waits for data from all inner tasks,
it then processes data according to the specified weights in the DAG, and it finally sends data to all corresponding outer tasks.

The means to achieve resilience are fault prevention, fault tolerance, fault removal and fault forecasting [26]. Among these fault tolerance is the most difficult to achieve because of the complexity of the distributed systems. We consider that the simulation model of MONARC is adequate to be augmented as presented in this paper for testing various methods, techniques and technologies related to the different phases of fault tolerance achievement in distributed systems: error and fault detection, recovery and fault masking (redundancy).

For modeling the rescheduling service for a DAG in case of errors occurrence, the MONARC simulator has been extended with components for error generation, catalog of states, monitoring and rescheduling, which are presented in Figure 3. Due to the fact that the simulator’s default behavior does not take into account the situations when one or more tasks fail it did not provide an error simulation mechanism. Therefore, we extended the simulator’s default behavior to simulate the errors’ appearance by implementing a catalog that contains the tasks’ states and a method for error generation. The error generation is accomplished by setting a task state to error state. This is done considering the maximum percentage or number of errors and delay between the errors’ occurrence. Furthermore, if the simulator is configured to generate errors, a monitoring component, that periodically analyzes the catalog of states, calls the rescheduling component when it finds a task that is in error state. The rescheduling component is described by the previous presented algorithm. It decides to act based on the information provided by the task where the error occurred by analyzing and deciding what rescheduling strategy
to use for each case. After having determined what rescheduling strategy should be used two situations can be distinguished: reschedule a single node or build a sub-graph which is sent to the scheduler as a job so that all component tasks will be rescheduled. Rescheduling and monitoring are triggered when the job is submitted for the first time in the system. In this way, the system provides for every created task a checkpoint immediately after its creation.

Rescheduling component implemented for the MONARC simulator is called by the monitor in case of error detection. It receives the node where the error occurred and, after deciding if the node is an inner node or a leaf node, calls the rescheduling strategies which are predefined for each case. Choosing an appropriate strategy is very important because it can influence the rescheduling performance. Based on the classification described in Table 1 the rescheduling algorithm, previously presented, was implemented for the MONARC simulator:

- the monitor implements the iterations, if needed, and check if nodes are in the error state
- the scheduling procedure chooses the rescheduling strategy, considering the node type, which can be inner or leaf node, and sends for rescheduling the node or the corresponding sub-graph.

Due to simulator’s openness and modularity we were able to develop simulation scenarios using user provided DAG scheduling algorithms to assigns tasks for execution on existing simulated resources and to test the rescheduling algorithm with them. The tests scenarios and experimental results are presented in the next section.

5. Tests Scenarios and Experimental Results

5.1. System setup

The basic requirements for rescheduling algorithm simulating using MONARC simulator are: a configuration file which specifies the components of the distributed system we want to model, a set of tasks that will be executed in the virtual distributed system, a scheduling algorithm for tasks with dependencies which assigns to each task a processing unit (CPU), one or more activities set by user to send to the distributed system tasks for scheduling and execution, a scheduling algorithm for tasks with dependencies which would be used for rescheduling, which generally it is the same with the one stated previously, and the rescheduling strategies, defined in the previous section, for both inner and leaf nodes.

The purpose of the simulation is to check the quality and the reliability of the rescheduling algorithm. The rescheduling algorithm evaluation was made using two test scenarios. The characteristics of the system configuration and of the tasks sets used for these test scenarios are:

- Set 1: synthetic test case used for analyzing how the scheduling algorithms succeed to provide a good load balancing and for classifying these algorithms in the case of rescheduling. Were used 3 processors with similar characteristics, aspect that don’t present interest in this analysis, and set of 14 tasks for scheduling and executing;
• Set 2: realistic test case that aims to provide a complex evaluation of the rescheduling algorithm. For this case were used 50 processors with similar characteristics and sets of 100/200/300/400/500 tasks which were generated with Stencil parallel algorithm pattern and different CCR (communication to computation ratio) values, but with random costs for communication and computation.

The CCR value describe the importance of communication in a task graph, which strongly determines the scheduling behavior. Based on CCR we classify task graphs in:

- CCR < 1 - coarse grained graph
- CCR = 1 - mixed
- CCR > 1 - fine grained graph

For costs analysis CCR parameter can be defined as:

\[
CCR = \frac{\sum_{n_i,n_j} e_{n_i,n_j} \cdot |V|}{\sum_{n_i} w(n_i) \cdot |E|}
\]

More details about DAGs’ generation, error simulation and system characteristics will be given next along with results presentation and interpretation.

5.2. Evaluation results

In [4] and [25] we analyzed the performance of Grid DAG scheduling algorithms. We consider that there are a number of factors that determine which algorithm is more suitable for a particular application. For example the schedule length when the application needs to execute as fast as possible, and the load balancing schedule with idle times reduced as much as possible. Taking too much time for the scheduling process is not always recommended especially in time critical applications. However, if there is a chance to improve the resulted schedule then there should be a compromise in order to run a more complex and time consuming algorithm to obtain better results. In previous experiments, CCF algorithm offers the best load balancing and the minimum total time. ETF has the same total schedule time as HLFET for all considered tests.

For the proposed re-scheduling algorithm the first configurations set are used for evaluation of the rescheduling algorithm performances with different scheduling algorithms considering the average time of the CPU usage metric for the scheduled tasks. To make a pertinent comparison of how each algorithm behaves in case of rescheduling, for these tests we have forced crashes on the same graph nodes. This represent a more synthetic study case that is used for partial determining which scheduling algorithm, from our set of implemented algorithms, seems to give the best results in order to be used for larger tests.

The first set of tests are introducing the Task * Time parameter (the area under the graphics). The Task * Time represents an average time of the CPU usage for the scheduled tasks metric. When errors don’t occur in the system we can observe that the CCF has the smallest value for this parameter (see Figure 4), followed by MCP (see
Figure 4: The obtained results in case of the number of concurrent tasks in the system for the scheduling CCF algorithm

This means that CCF, followed by MCP, has the best resource utilization score. For a better classification this parameter is analyzed along with how the resources load-balancing is made. We also observed that the CCF algorithm offers the best resources load-balancing and this mean that it provides a better workload distribution along resources.

When errors occur is observed that CCF still has the smallest value for the parameter previous described. Note also the fact that for CCF the graphic is balanced, there are no sudden variations, indicating a good resources utilization and load-balancing.

Another important observation that is confirmed by the figures 4 to 8 is that insertion approach is better than the non-insertion approach. For example we can analyze the MCP scheduling algorithm in comparison with ETF algorithm. Because MCP is trying to fill the available gaps by scheduling the task in these gaps, provides a better load-balancing and a better execution time.

The lowest CPU utilization was obtained for the CCF scheduling algorithm, for both cases with and without errors occurrence, which is explained by the higher number of transfers between different processors involved in the simulation experiment. Furthermore CCF offers a better load balancing. An appropriate execution time for scheduled tasks was obtained for MCP scheduling algorithm. Another interesting observation is
about ETF algorithm which, in spite of its strategy to keep the CPU as occupied as possible, the results puts it on the last place.

For the second set of tests we were more interested in evaluating the finalization times and the total number of rescheduled nodes, considering that when an error occur at an inner node an entire sub-graph is rescheduled. The errors number that can appear at some time moment is limited at 1% of the total nodes number. The probability distribution of the error states is a normal one.

The second set of tests is used to test the performance of rescheduling algorithm in case of larger graphs. For this, error simulation was made limiting the number of errors at some time to 1% of the number of nodes. This percent was choosed after analyzing the logs offered by MONALISA [27]. We observed in our experiments that the percentage of error has not exceeded this threshold, and due to this we consider it to be the upper limit.

Let’s consider $t_{rs}$ total time for error occurance (with rescheduling) and $t_s$ total time without errors. We consider different sets of tasks with 10/100/200/300/400 tasks per set. The $CCR$ parameter for this sets is considered between 0.49 (high computational tasks with dependencies) and 3.48 (data intensive tasks with dependencies).

We consider the HLFET (Highest Level First with Estimated Times) algorithm because it uses a hybrid of the list-based and level-based strategy, according with different types of DAGs. The error occurrence is simulated at the same nodes for each one of the
Figure 8: The obtained results in case of the number of concurrent tasks in the system for the scheduling HybridRemapperPS algorithm.

Figure 9: Error occurrence at the same task (Random costs for communication and computation, Scheduling Algorithm: HLFET).
tests set. We define:

\[
rap = \frac{t_{rs}}{t_s} - 1
\]

as percentage of increasing time considering errors. Figure 9 shows the results for the considered experimental sets on 50 processors.

The Figure 9 highlights the performance of our proposed solution for rescheduling. The \(rap\) parameter decreases when the number of tasks increase. This is a normal behavior because the number of errors is lower in comparison with number of tasks and the rescheduling phase was designed for performance improvement. Another important result shows that the variation or \(rap\) parameter is lower for the same number of tasks with different structure (different values for CCR). This explain that our rescheduling method performs for all types of dependencies.

6. Conclusions

We proposed in the paper a new rescheduling algorithm for LSDS. The algorithm has an important feature: is generic, because it can be used with a large variety of rescheduling heuristics. It may also use more re-scheduling strategies whose classification was elaborated according to the node position in graphic and depending on the fault tolerance mechanisms that can be used. Choosing a good scheduling approach is also an important issue for the performance of an application launched onto a distributed systems environment.

The proposed algorithm for rescheduling is a solution to improve the resource management for dependable distributed systems. We used a simulation environment, based on MONARC, to evaluate the performance of the algorithm with different scenarios. MONARC is able to model failures in distributed systems according with realistic experience. We analyzed the existing scheduling algorithms, studied and compared, but there are few studies comparing the performance of scheduling algorithms. These studies considering at the same time the distributed system structure on which we want to schedule the tasks, the type of directed acyclic graph (DAG), in which graph nodes represent tasks and graph edges represent data transfers, and the type of tasks, for example CPU-bound vs. I/O bound.

Choosing the best known scheduling algorithm can improve performance of an application if all the aspects previous enumerated are considered. Our future work is aimed to propose a method for choosing, in a dynamic manner, the most appropriate scheduling algorithm for a particular distributed system, which is analyzed.
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